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Note   Frequency
A      440 Hz
A#     466 Hz
B      494 Hz
C      523 Hz
C#     554 Hz
D      587 Hz
D#     622 Hz
E      660 Hz
F      698 Hz
F#     740 Hz
G      784 Hz
G#     831 Hz
A      880 Hz

Music
All music is based on harmonies, relationships between notes
that make them sound good together. Harmony, in turn, is
based on the idea of ratios: if the ratio of two notes is a simple fraction, those two
notes go well together. You can imagine lining up the waves next to each other: one
wave that cycles every 1 m and another that cycles every 1.5 m will combine to form a
more complex wave that repeats every 3 m. Two notes that are not in harmony, whose
waves won't line up at all, are said to be discordant.

A relationship between two notes is called the interval between them. The most
important interval in all music is called the octave. Two notes are an octave apart if
one has twice the frequency as the other. Two such notes are considered so close that
we think of them as the same note; this is why 440 Hz and 880 Hz are both labeled
"A" in the chart to the left.

The ratio 3/2 is another important interval, called the fifth. So, for example, A-440 and E-660 are a fifth
apart: 660/440 = 3/2. In western music the fifth is the basis of most chords, and conveys a sense of heroism:
the music from Star Wars employs a lot of fifths.

. 1 a) What frequency is 1 octave above 100 Hz?

b) What frequency is 1 octave below 100 Hz?

. 2 If I start out with a note at 200 Hz, and I go up by an octave and then up by a fifth, what frequency do
I end up with?

. 3 How many octaves of difference are there between A-220 Hz and A-880 Hz?



. 4 Sirens and car horns often play two notes together that have a ratio of √2 to each other. Why this
particular interval?

This interval is called a tritone, and in the middle ages it was considered so discordant that it was labeled "the devil's
interval." Any composer who accidentally wrote it into his music reportedly ran the risk of being burned at the stake.

. 5 A guitar string 3 m long plays an A-440. If I want to make it play a note one fifth higher, what should
I change its length to?

b) What if I want to play a note an octave higher than the original one?

. 6 A tuning fork plays a G-784.

a) What wavelength does that note have in air?

b) What length of pipe, open at both ends, would resonate with that note?

c) What if the pipe were closed on one end?


